AM-FM techniques in the analysis of optical coherence tomography signals.
The subtle tissue changes associated with the early stages of malignancies, such as cancer, are not clearly discernible even at the current, improved, resolution of optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems. However, these changes directly affect the spectral content of the OCT image that contains information regarding these unresolvable features. Spectral analysis of OCT signals has recently been shown to provide additional information, resulting in improved contrast, directly related to scatterer size changes. Amplitude modulation-frequency modulation (AM-FM) analysis, a fast and accurate technique for the estimation of the instantaneous frequency, phase, and amplitude of a signal, can also be applied to OCT images to extract scatterer-size information. The proposed technique could make available an extremely valuable tool for the investigation of disease characteristics that now remain below the resolution of OCT and could significantly improve the technology's diagnostic capabilities.